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Abstract The epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT)

is a highly conserved cellular program that allows polarized,

well-differentiated epithelial cells to convert to unpolarized,

motile mesenchymal cells. EMT is critical for appropriate

embryogenesis and plays a crucial role in tumorigenesis and

cancer progression. Recent studies revealed that there is a

direct link between the EMT program and the gain of epi-

thelial stem cell properties. EMT is sufficient to induce a

population with stem cell characteristics from well-differ-

entiated epithelial cells and cancer cells. In this review, we

briefly introduce the biology of EMT inducers and tran-

scription factors in tumorigenesis and then focus on the role

of these key players of the EMT in generating and main-

taining cancer stem cells.
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Introduction

The epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a well-

coordinated process during embryonic development and a

pathological feature in tumorigenesis [1, 2]. During the

EMT process, epithelial cells lose the expression of

E-cadherin and other components of epithelial cell junc-

tions, adopt a mesenchymal cell phenotype, and acquire

motility as well as invasive properties [3, 4] (Fig. 1). EMT

is triggered by several extracellular induction signals such

as extracellular matrix (ECM) components and growth

factors. Furthermore, EMT is mediated by a set of tran-

scription factors including the bHLH factors Twist 1 and

Twist 2 (also known as Dermo1), the zinc-finger proteins

Snail and Slug (also known as Snai2), the zinc-finger/

homeodomain proteins ZEB1 (also known as TCF8 and

dEF1) and ZEB2 (also known as SIP1), as well as the

forkhead factor FOXC2 [5]. The cooperation between

extracellular EMT-inducing signals and transcription fac-

tors leads to stable reprogramming of epithelial cells to the

mesenchymal state. Increasing evidence indicates that

aberrant activation of the developmental EMT program

contributes to tumor invasion, metastatic dissemination,

and acquisition of therapeutic resistance [6].

Cancer stem cells (CSCs), also known as tumor initiat-

ing cells or tumorigenic cells, refer to a small subset of

tumor cells that have stem-like cell properties, the ability to

self-renew, form tumor spheres, differentiate into hetero-

geneous populations of cancer cells, and seed new tumors

in a xenotransplant system. Accordingly, the most widely

accepted assay to operationally identify CSCs within a

population of cancer cells involves serially transplanting

cell populations at limited dilutions into immunocompro-

mised mice to seed new tumors [1, 7]. The first evidence

validating the existence of a candidate CSC population

occurred in human acute myeloid leukemia [8, 9]. Current

data demonstrate that CSCs normally have characteristics

associated with mesenchymal cells and also play a critical

role in tumor initiation, growth, metastasis, and therapeutic

resistance [1, 7, 10]. For example, CD44?CD24- breast
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cancer cells are much more invasive than their non-stem-

like counterparts [11], and invasive prostate cancer cells

are tumor initiating cells with a stem cell-like genomic

signature [12]. Moreover, many reports of radioresistance

and chemoresistance in CSCs suggest that this subpopu-

lation of cancer cells may contribute to tumor maintenance

and recurrence. Glioma stem cells have been shown to be

responsible for the initiation, propagation, recurrence, and

therapeutic failures of gliomas [10]. CD133? cell sub-

populations in gliomas are enriched for CSCs and show

greater tumorigenic potential relative to CD133- glioma

cells, and contribute to glioma radioresistance and the

repopulation of tumors [13–15]. Poorly differentiated

breast cancers display higher content of CSCs than do well-

differentiated breast cancers [16]. Cancer cells with stem

cell properties are enriched in residual tumors that remain

after chemotherapy. Resistance to chemotherapy distin-

guishes CSCs from other cancer cells, and chemotherapy

selectively enriches for self-renewing breast CSCs [17].

Current anti-cancer therapies mostly fail to eradicate CSCs

and instead favor the expansion of the CSC pool and/or

select for resistant CSC clones [10, 16]. Strategies aimed at

efficiently targeting CSCs are critical for monitoring the

progress of cancer treatment and for evaluating new ther-

apeutic agents [18].

During malignant tumor progression, tumor cells

migrate into and invade the surrounding tissue either as

single cells or in collective clusters, thereby forming the

tumor-host interface (i.e., the invasive front) [19].

CXCR4?CD133? cells are a distinct subpopulation of

highly migratory pancreatic CSCs that are located at the

invasive front of pancreatic tumors, and patients with

higher numbers of CXCR4?CD133? cells show increased

incidence of tumor metastasis [20]. Of note, some tumor

cells in colorectal cancer, mainly at the invasive front, not

only express EMT-associated genes but also maintain

expression of stemness-associated genes [21]. This finding

may indicate a relationship between EMT and CSCs in

tumor invasion and metastasis. In particular, accumulating

evidence supports that both EMT and CSCs play a critical

role in tumor metastasis, therapeutic resistance, and

recurrence. Interestingly, the EMT and CSC markers are

frequently overexpressed in circulating tumor cells of

metastatic breast cancer patients [22]. Both the EMT

concept and the CSC model cover distinct aspects of

tumorigenesis; however, each alone can not explain the

sum of the cellular events in tumor progression [21].

Therefore, there may be a direct relationship between EMT

and the properties of CSCs. Brabletz et al. [21] proposed an

integrated model—the migrating CSC concept that covers

all aspects of human tumor progression. Mobile CSCs are

located predominantly at the tumor-host interface and are

derived from stationary CSCs through the acquisition of a

transient EMT phenotype in addition to stemness. A recent

report demonstrated that EMT is sufficient to generate a

cell population with stem cell characteristics [1]. Induction

of EMT in nontumorigenic, immortalized mammary epi-

thelial cells by ectopic expression of either Twist 1 or

Snai1 results in a population of stem-like cells. Moreover,

the stem-like cells isolated from mouse and human normal

and neoplastic mammary glands express markers associ-

ated with the EMT. E-cadherin mRNA in stem-like

CD44highCD24low cells is strongly decreased compared to

the level in CD44lowCD24high cells; however, the levels of

mRNAs encoding mesenchymal markers and EMT-induc-

ing transcription factors such as N-cadherin, fibronectin,

Twist 1, Snai1, ZEB2, and FOXC2 are significantly

upregulated. Furthermore, inducers of EMT can increase

the number of tumor-initiating cells in HER2/neu- or Ras-

activated human mammary epithelial cells [1]. This study

provided direct support for a potential association between

EMT and a cancer stem-like cell phenotype. These findings

suggest that the induction of EMT promotes cultured breast

cells to adopt properties of stem cells and that EMT is

sufficient to stimulate the generation of CSCs from dif-

ferentiated cancer cells. Therefore, inducers of EMT may
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Fig. 1 Overview of molecular markers and cellular changes during

the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). EMT is a well-coordi-

nated event during embryonic development and a pathological feature

in tumorigenesis. During the EMT process, epithelial cells undergo

dramatic phenotypic changes, lose expression of E-cadherin and other

components of epithelial cell junctions, adopt a mesenchymal cell

phenotype, and acquire motility and invasive properties that allow

them to migrate through the extracellular matrix
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not only play an essential role in EMT but may also be

involved in reprogramming differentiated tumor cells into

CSCs. Of note, several studies have documented that

only minor subpopulations of CD44?CD24low displaying

stem-like properties, such as CD44?CD24-/lowESA? or

CD44?CD24-/lowALDH?, can be defined as CSCs [23,

24]. Here we focus on recent findings regarding the role of

EMT signaling pathways in generating and maintaining

CSCs (Fig. 2).

EMT signaling pathways involved in generating

and maintaining CSCs

Transcription factors in EMT and CSCs

The term EMT describes a multi-step event during which

epithelial cells lose numerous epithelial characteristics and

assume properties that are typical of mesenchymal cells,

which requires complex changes in cell architecture and

behavior. E-cadherin (encoded by CDH1) is a central

adhesion molecule located at cell-cell adhesion junctions

and is essential for the formation and maintenance of the

epithelial cell phenotype. Loss of E-cadherin is consistently

observed at sites of EMT in embryonic development and

tumorigenesis. Functional loss of E-cadherin is currently

regarded as one of the hallmarks of EMT and a central

event in the progression of papilloma into invasive carci-

noma because the reduction of cell adhesion between

cancer cells facilitates their ability to migrate individually

and invade [6, 25]. The CDH1 promoter is frequently

repressed directly or indirectly by specific transcriptional

repressors such as Snai1, Slug, Twist 1, ZEB1, ZEB2,

FOXC2, KLF8, and E47, which disrupts the polarity of

epithelial cells and maintains a mesenchymal phenotype [6,

26, 27]. Among these developmental transcription factors,

the Twist, Snai1, and ZEB family members are well-

investigated in EMT and CSCs (Table 1). Note that these

CDH1 repressors act as triggers of the EMT program both

by inhibiting a subset of common epithelial genes and by

activating mesenchymal genes [28].

Twist 1 and Twist 2

Twist proteins are highly conserved basic helix-loop-helix

(bHLH) transcription factors that play an important role in

embryogenesis and tumorigenesis. Twist 1 and Twist 2 are

significantly overexpressed in various human solid tumors
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the epithelial mesenchymal transition

(EMT) generates cancer stem-like cells from epithelial cancer cells.

EMT can be triggered by several extracellular inducing signals such

as TGF-b, Wnt, and other tumor microenvironmental cues. Receptor-

mediated signaling in response to these EMT signals activates

intracellular effectors and then a set of EMT transcription factors

including Twist 1, Twist 2, Snai1, Slug, ZEB1, ZEB2, Goosecoid, and

FOXC2. The signaling cascades from extracellular EMT-inducing

signals to EMT transcription factors result in reprogramming of

epithelial nonstem cancer cells into mesenchymal cells. These

mesenchymal cells take on typical properties and abilities of cancer

stem cells (CSCs) to self-renew and differentiate into heterogeneous

populations of cancer cells. CSCs not only have potent tumorigenic

capacity to be involved in tumor initiation and growth but also play an

essential role in tumor metastasis, therapeutic resistance, and

recurrence
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and are involved in tumor invasion and metastasis through

their ability to promote EMT [29] (our unpublished data).

Twist 1 and Twist 2 mediate the growth and commitment

of human mesenchymal stromal/stem cells (MSC) [30].

The levels of Twist 1 and Twist 2 are very high in freshly

purified human bone marrow-derived MSCs but decrease

following ex vivo expansion. Overexpression of Twist 1

and Twist 2 in human MSC cultures upregulates the level

of the MSC marker, STRO-1, and the early osteogenic

transcription factors, Runx2 and Msx2. Therefore, Twist 1

and Twist 2 are potential mediators of MSC self-renewal

and lineage commitment. Also these proteins may act to

regulate critical transcription factors and osteo/chondro-

genic inductive factors that are important in early events to

determine cell fate decisions in human MSC populations

[30]. In a recent report, Mani and colleagues found that

Twist 1 can transform nontumorigenic, immortalized

human mammary epithelial cells (HMLEs) into mesen-

chymal-like cells and dedifferentiate HER2/neu-infected

HMLE (HMLEN) cells into CD44highCD24low CSCs via

EMT. The resulting populations that have undergone an

EMT and display mesenchymal morphology and stem cell

markers can efficiently form mammospheres, soft agar

colonies, and tumors [1]. Vesuna et al. [31] demonstrated

that Twist 1 is directly involved in generating a breast CSC

phenotype through downregulating the expression of

CD24.

Snai1 and Slug

The Snail family members Snai1 and Slug are highly

conserved zinc-finger transcription repressors implicated in

embryonic development and tumorigenesis. Both Snai1

and Slug can be upregulated by the TGF-b, Wnt, FGF,

HGF, and ER signaling pathways. Snai1-induced EMT

accelerates tumor metastasis through enhanced invasion

and the induction of multiple immunosuppression. Inhibi-

tion of Snai1-induced EMT can simultaneously suppress

both tumor metastasis and immunosuppression in cancer

patients [32]. In mouse xenografts, activated TrkB pro-

motes highly invasive and metastatic tumors by activating

a Twist 1-Snai1 axis that is critically involved in EMT-like

transformation, tumorigenesis, and metastasis. The

knockdown of Snai1 blocks EMT-like transformation and

anoikis suppression induced by TrkB but fails to inhibit

tumor growth in contrast to Twist 1 depletion. Instead,

Snai1 RNAi specifically inhibits lung metastases [33].

The well-established roles of Snai1 and Slug in EMT

during embryogenesis and tumor progression indicate that

they may also be involved in generating and maintaining

the stemness of CSCs. Slug can protect hematopoietic

progenitor cells from radiation-induced apoptosis in vivo

[34]. A recent report demonstrated that Snai1 and Slug are

critical for ovarian cancer cells to acquire stem cell char-

acteristics, and upregulation of Snai1 and Slug in ovarian

Table 1 Summary of transcription factors of EMT that regulate stemness of CSCs

EMT transcription

factors

Functions in maintenance of stemness of CSCs

Twist Twist 1 induces HMLEs into mesenchymal-like cells and dedifferentiates HMLEN cells into CSCs via EMT.

Constitutively expressing Twist 1 in HMLER cells augments the stem-like cell pool, mammosphere formation, and

tumorigenic property in vivo. Twist 1 induces a breast CSC phenotype by downregulating the expression of CD24

Snai1 Constitutively expressing Snai1 in HMLER cells augments the stem-like cell pool, mammosphere formation, and

tumorigenic property in vivo. Snai1 promotes ovarian cancer cells to acquire CSC characteristics

Slug Protects hematopoietic progenitor cells from radiation-induced apoptosis in vivo; promotes ovarian cancer cells to

acquire CSC characteristics

ZEB1 ZEB1 is overexpressed in CSCs induced by LBX1 via EMT. ZEB1 promotes tumorigenesis and links activation of EMT

and maintenance of stemness of CSCs by repressing stemness-inhibiting miRNAs

ZEB2 ZEB2 is overexpressed in CSCs induced by Twist 1, TGF-b, or LBX1 via EMT

Goosecoid Promotes breast cancer cell motility and metastasis via EMT

FOXC2 FOXC2 is highly expressed in basal-like breast cancer and confers stem cell properties on epithelial cells

YB-1 Ectopic expression of YB-1 confers MCF-10A cells various stem cell properties

LBX1 Promotes cell migration and enlarges CD44highCD24low cell population and contributes to breast cancer progression via

EMT

Six1 Promotes the expansion of stem/progenitor cell population in the mouse mammary gland and subsequent mammary

tumor development via EMT

HIF-1a HIF-1a overexpression promotes EMT and metastasis by inducing Twist 1; high levels of HIFs in hypoxic tumor cells

may promote cancer cells to acquire properties of CSCs

HIF-2a HIF-2a-specific target genes are expressed at significantly higher levels in glioblastoma stem cells in comparison to

nonstem cancer cells under hypoxia. HIF-2 is also required for VEGF expression in GSCs, but not nonstem cancer

cells. HIF-2a might provide CSCs a growth advantage even without hypoxia in vitro and in vivo
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cancer cells is associated with increased cell survival and

acquisition of radioresistance and chemoresistance [35].

Furthermore, Mani and colleagues found that Snai1 can

generate cells with properties of stem cells via EMT

induction like Twist 1 does [1]. When EMT is transiently

induced in HMLEN cells through the ectopic expression of

Snai1 or Twist 1, the cells undergo an EMT and form more

colonies in soft agar suspension culture but fail to form

tumors more efficiently than untreated cells in vivo.

However, constitutively expressing either Snai1 or Twist 1

in H-RasV12-infected HMLE (HMLER) cells augments the

stem-like cell pool, mammosphere formation, and tumori-

genic property in vivo. This study also demonstrated that

the long-term maintenance of the EMT/stem cell state may

depend on continuous EMT-inducing signals [1].

ZEB1 and ZEB2

ZEB1 and ZEB2, two members of the ZEB family, are

implicated in the malignancy of various human tumors and

are important regulators in EMT and contribute to the drug

resistance and stemness of CSCs [28]. Interestingly, ZEB1

can promote tumorigenesis and link the activation of EMT

with the maintenance of CSC stemness by repressing

stemness-inhibiting microRNAs (miRNAs), which rein-

forces the direct relationship between EMT and the

stemness of CSCs [36].

In addition to Twist, Snail, and ZEB family members,

other developmental transcription factors such as Goose-

coid and FOXC2 have also emerged as key factors that

regulate E-cadherin and promote EMT during embryonic

development and tumorigenesis. Furthermore, these tran-

scription factors may play a critical role in the stemness

maintenance of CSCs via EMT (Table 1). Goosecoid, a

conserved transcription factor, is overexpressed in human

breast tumors and can elicit an EMT to promote cell

motility and significantly enhance the ability of breast

cancer cells to form pulmonary metastases in mice [37].

FOXC2 is associated with aggressive basal-like breast

cancer and also confers stem cell properties on epithelial

cells. FOXC2 specifically promotes mesenchymal differ-

entiation via EMT and may serve as a critical mediator to

orchestrate the mesenchymal component of the EMT pro-

gram [1, 38].

TGF-b signaling in EMT and CSCs

TGF-b signaling pathway is a key player in metazoan

biology and has a dual role in tumorigenesis as a tumor

suppressor in early stage tumors or as a promoter of tumor

progression and metastasis [39, 40]. TGF-b induces EMT

through a Smad-dependent transcriptional pathway and a

MAPK-dependent pathway [4, 39]. In the Smad-dependent

pathway, the binding of TGF-b to its receptors results in

the phosphorylation of the receptor-related Smad (R-Smad)

proteins. The phosphorylated R-Smads then form hetero-

meric complexes with Smad4 and translocate into the

nucleus to promote the transcription of target genes asso-

ciated with EMT. TGF-b employs HMGA2 (high-mobility

group A2) to induce the expression of Snai1, Slug, and

Twist 1 to promote EMT [41]. Independent of Smad

activity, TGFBR2 can directly phosphorylate the cell

polarity protein, Par6, to promote the dissolution of cell

junction complexes [41, 42]. In addition, TGF-b signaling

also cross-talks with other EMT-inducing pathways, and

both of these pathways act in concert to trigger EMT

programs [43].

TGF-b family members and their signaling pathways

also play a key role in the self-renewal and maintenance

of stem cells in their undifferentiated state. A recent report

about the role of TGF-b-induced EMT in human breast

cancer demonstrated that the TGF-b pathway is specifi-

cally activated in CD44? breast cancer cells [44]. The

specific activation of TGF-b signaling in CD44? breast

cancer cells is due to the restricted expression of TGFBR2

in these cells and its epigenetic silencing in CD24? cells.

TGFBR inhibitor treatment specifically induces CD44?

cancer cells to undergo a mesenchymal-to-epithelial

transition (MET) [44]. CD44highCD24low cells isolated

from HMLEs display a mesenchymal morphology and

express characteristic mesenchymal markers, such as

increased expression of N-cadherin and vimentin [1].

After treatment with TGF-b1, HMLEs adopt the

CD44highCD24low expression profile. The CD44highC-

D24low subpopulations also display many characteristics

of stem cells including self-renewal, tumorigenic and

metastasis capability, and the ability to differentiate into

myoepithelial or luminal epithelial cells. In addition,

treatment of HMLER with TGF-b accelerates the emer-

gence of CD44?CD24-/low cells from CD44lowCD24?

nontumorigenic mammary epithelial cells via the activa-

tion of the Ras/MAPK signaling pathway [45]. In MCF-

10A cells, the knockdown of Akt1 promotes TGF-b-

induced EMT and a stem cell-like phenotype [46].

TGF-b may exert a similar effect on generating and

maintaining the stem cell-like pool of other tumors. TGF-b
is highly expressed in high-grade gliomas, and elevated

TGF-b activity confers poor prognosis in glioma patients.

Recently, TGF-b and LIF have been reported to induce the

capacity to self-renew and prevent the differentiation of

glioma-initiating cells (GICs) isolated from patient-derived

glioma tissues [47]. TGF-b increases GIC self-renewal

through the Smad-dependent induction of LIF and the

subsequent activation of the JAK-STAT pathway. The

induction of GIC self-renewal by TGF-b and LIF promotes

oncogenesis in vivo [47]. TGF-b-FOXO signaling is shown

EMT and cancer stem cells 2609



to be essential in the maintenance of leukemia-initiating

cells in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) [48].

Wnt signaling in EMT and CSCs

Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway plays a key role in EMT

and the maintenance of stemness properties of stem cells.

In epithelial cells, b-catenin-E-cadherin complexes locate

at adhesion junctions. Translocation of b-catenin from

adhesion junctions to the nucleus might result in the loss of

E-cadherin and, subsequently, the EMT. Consistent with its

role in embryonic development, many b-catenin target

genes are involved in promoting stemness [21]. Aberrant

nuclear expression of b-catenin might confer cancer cells

with these two capabilities, EMT and stemness, which

promote malignant tumor progression. GSK3b is an

endogenous inhibitor of Snail and can phosphorylate Snai1.

GSK3b downregulation by the FGF-dependent PI3-K/Akt

pathway directly results in the activation of the Snai1-EMT

signaling cascade. Therefore, inhibition of GSK3b function

by Wnt and other pathways can promote Snai1 stability and

nuclear import to induce EMT [49, 50]. In patients with a

CML blast crisis, a b-catenin mutation may confer self-

renewal properties on granulocyte-macrophage progenitors

[51]. In skin cancer, b-catenin signaling is essential to

maintain the stemness properties of CSCs. Ablation of the

b-catenin gene results in the loss of CSCs and a complete

tumor regression [52, 53]. A recent paper demonstrated

that inhibiting the Wnt pathway through LRP6 decreases

the ability of cancer cells to self-renew and seed tumors in

vivo [54]. Moreover, inhibition of Wnt signaling blocks

tumor formation by promoting epithelial differentiation

and repressing the EMT transcription factors, Twist 1 and

Slug. These data provide a molecular link between the Wnt

pathway and CSCs self-renewal, EMT, and metastasis in

basal-like breast cancer [54].

Notch signaling in EMT and CSCs

As an ancient cell signaling system, the Notch pathway

regulates cell fate specification, stem cell maintenance, and

the initiation of differentiation in embryonic and postnatal

tissues. Also, this pathway contributes to EMT and to

cancer stem-like cell characteristics in tumorigenesis. The

Notch signaling pathway is essential for both nonneoplastic

neural stem cells and embryonal brain tumors. The

upregulation of Notch signaling is a hallmark of CD133?

CSCs in embryonal brain tumors, and blocking the Notch

pathway by pharmacologic inhibitors of c-secretase results

in a depletion of CD133? stem-like cells in these tumors

[55]. The activation of Notch signaling is associated with

chemo-resistance and EMT phenotypes in gemcitabine-

resistant pancreatic cancer cells [56].

Hedgehog signaling in EMT and CSCs

Hedgehog (Hh) signaling is essential for embryonic pattern

formation, hematopoiesis, and also plays an important role

in tumorigenesis and stem cell maintenance [57–59]. Hh

signaling components such as Ptch, Gli1, and Gli2 are

highly expressed in normal and malignant human breast

stem/progenitor cells. Activation of Hh signaling increases

mammosphere-initiating cell number and mammosphere

size; these effects are mediated by the polycomb gene,

Bmi-1 [60]. Hh signaling is also activated in Bcr-Abl-

positive leukemic stem cells (LSCs) by the upregulation of

Smo. Loss of Smo in Bcr-Abl-positive hematopoiesis

effectively inhibits the development of Bcr-Abl-positive

leukemias in mice and abrogates the ability of the disease

to re-transplant, indicating that the expansion of the Bcr-

Abl-positive LSC pool is dependent on Hh signaling acti-

vation [59]. Another paper also revealed that the loss of

Smo impairs hematopoietic stem cell renewal, lowers the

propagation of Bcr-Abl-positive chronic myelogenous

leukemia (CML), and decreases the growth of imatinib-

resistant mouse and human CML [58]. However, a condi-

tional Smo deletion or overactivation has no significant

effects on adult HSC self-renewal and function, and the Hh

signaling pathway is dispensable for adult HSC function

[61]. These results confirm recent findings that pharmaco-

logical Smo inhibition may only affect short-term

repopulating HSCs in regular hematopoiesis; however,

long-term repopulating HSCs and the long-term regenera-

tion of hematopoiesis are not affected [59]. In addition,

medulloblastomas arising from Patched-1-deficient or

Patched-mutant mice contain CD15? CSCs [62, 63]. A

recent report directly demonstrated a key and essential role

of Hh signaling in regulating the stemness of CSCs via

EMT. Stem cells of human colon carcinomas at all stages

acquire a high Hh-Gli signature coincident with the

development of metastases. The growth of colon cancer

xenografts, their recurrence and metastases require active

Hh-Gli. Moreover, the self-renewal of colon CSCs in vivo

relies on Hh-Gli activity, which induces a robust EMT

[64].

MicroRNAs: new regulators of EMT and CSCs

The deregulation of miRNAs correlates with various

human cancers and is involved in the initiation and pro-

gression of human cancers [65]. Recently, miRNAs have

also been identified as a new class of EMT regulators due

to their regulation of EMT-inducing transcription factors,

such as Twist 1, Snai1, ZEB1, and ZEB2 [66].

The miR-200 family of miRNAs (miR-200a, miR-200b,

miR-200c, miR-141, and miR-429) is regarded as both an

important marker for epithelial cells and a powerful master

2610 G. Ouyang et al.



regulator of EMT [67]. miR-200 suppresses the expression

of ZEB1 and ZEB2 to favor an epithelial phenotype [67–

69]. In addition, let-7, miR-335, miR-205, miR-206, miR-

126, miR-146a, and miR-101 have also been identified as

metastasis suppressor miRNAs [17, 68, 70, 71]. Con-

versely, miRNAs such as miR-155, miR-10b, miR-21,

miR-373, and miR-520c are involved in promoting tumor

invasion and metastasis by regulating EMT [72–75].

Interestingly, various miRNAs are also involved in reg-

ulating the stemness of embryonic stem cells, adult stem

cells, or CSCs. miRNAs are crucial for normal embryonic

stem cell self-renewal and cellular differentiation [76].

Recent reports demonstrated that a subset of the miR-290

cluster in the mouse and the miR-371 cluster in humans are

direct regulators of the cell cycle in ES cells [77]. A subset of

the miR-290 cluster, including miR-291-3p, miR-294, and

miR-295, increased the efficiency of reprogramming by

Oct4, Sox2, and Klf4, but not by these factors plus cMyc [77].

A recent report demonstrated that the level of miR-145 is low

in self-renewing hESCs but is much higher during differ-

entiation. Furthermore, the pluripotency factors OCT4,

SOX2, and KLF4 are direct targets of miR-145. miR-145

upregulation is sufficient to inhibit hESC self-renewal and

induce lineage-restricted differentiation of hESCs [78].

Multiple members of the let-7 family of miRNAs are

often inhibited in human cancers. A recent paper showed

that let-7 is reduced in breast CSCs and can negatively

regulate the stemness of breast CSCs and tumorigenesis by

silencing H-Ras and HMGA2, regulators of self-renewal or

differentiation of breast CSCs, respectively. Ectopic over-

expression let-7 in breast CSCs reduces proliferation,

mammosphere formation, and the proportion of undiffer-

entiated cells in vitro. Also, in NOD/SCID mice, tumor

formation and metastasis is reduced when let-7 is overex-

pressed [17]. These findings indicate that a low level of let-

7 is required to maintain CSCs, and let-7 may link EMT

with CSCs. Interestingly, a recent paper demonstrated that

miR-200c is differentially expressed between human breast

CSCs and nontumorigenic cancer cells. miR-200c can

target Bmi, a known regulator of stem cell self-renewal,

and strongly inhibits the ability of normal breast stem cells

to form mammary ducts and tumor formation driven by

human breast CSCs [79]. In addition, the stem cell factors,

Sox2 and KLF4, are also targets of miR-200c. ZEB1 links

EMT-activation with the maintenance of stemness of CSCs

by suppressing stemness-inhibiting miRNAs such as miR-

200c and miR-203 [36]. Therefore, miR-200c is an

important regulator of multiple stem cell functions that

control both EMT and self-renewal and/or proliferation in

normal and neoplastic stem cells.

These data demonstrate that miRNAs are involved in

EMT and in the induction, maintenance, and differentiation

of ESCs, adult stem cells, and CSCs. Furthermore,

miRNAs may contribute to the generation and maintenance

of CSCs from cancer cells via EMT. Therefore, the miRNA

signatures of CSCs likely represent a new layer of regu-

latory control over cell fate decisions of CSCs by EMT. It

is highly probable that the same set of specific miRNAs

may contribute to the maintenance of the CSC phenotype

and to the invasion and metastasis of tumor cells through

the regulation of EMT [80].

New players of EMT in modulating stemness of CSCs

YB-1

Y-box binding protein-1 (YB-1), a member of the cold-

shock domain (CSD) protein superfamily, regulates gene

expression through both transcriptional and translational

mechanisms and is involved in various biological activities

such as tumorigenesis. YB-1 is overexpressed in *75% of

human breast cancers, and high YB-1 levels provoke

remarkably diverse breast carcinomas through the induc-

tion of genetic instability [81, 82]. Increased expression of

YB-1 in premalignant mammary epithelial cells with ele-

vated Ras-ERK signaling inhibits proliferation, disrupts

mammary morphogenesis, and induces EMT and promotes

invasive properties and cell dissemination [83]. YB-1

regulates EMT by directly promoting the cap-independent

translation of mRNAs encoding Snai1, LEF-1, ZEB2, and

other transcription factors involved in EMT and by sup-

pressing cap-dependent translation of growth-related

genes. Furthermore, premalignant MCF-10AT human

mammary epithelial cells ectopically expressing YB-1

appear to obtain various stem cell properties such as low

proliferation rates, upregulation of the stem cell markers

p63, CD44, and downregulation of CD24 [83]. Therefore,

MCF-10AT cells with ectopic upregulated YB-1 may

acquire CSC phenotypes by inducing EMT.

LBX1

Ladybird homeobox 1 (LBX1) is a developmentally regu-

lated homeobox transcription factor implicated in normal

myogenesis and neurogenesis. A recent report demon-

strated that LBX1 is overexpressed in the unfavorable

ER/PR/HER2 triple-negative basal-like subtype of human

breast cancer [84]. Moreover, LBX1 is a potent activator of

EMT and can regulate the expression of the known EMT

inducers TGF-b2, Snai1, ZEB1, and ZEB2. In mammary

epithelial cells, LBX1 induces EMT, enhances cell

migration, enlarges the CD44highCD24low progenitor cell

population, and cooperates with activated H-Ras to cause

tumorigenesis [84]. These data indicate that LBX1 is an

important regulator of EMT and stemness of breast CSCs

and contributes to breast cancer progression.
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Six1

The Six1 homeoprotein is a critical transcription factor

involved in the development of numerous organs and is

frequently overexpressed in various cancers. Six1 has been

shown to play an important role in the expansion of the

precursor cell population during embryogenesis. Overex-

pression of Six1 in immortalized mammary epithelial cells

induces malignant transformation [85] and facilitates breast

cancer cells to undergo EMT and metastasis by increasing

TGF-b signaling [86]. Six1 also promotes the expansion of

the stem/progenitor cell population in the mouse mammary

gland and subsequent mammary tumor development via

EMT [87]. Therefore, overexpression of Six1 is sufficient

to induce highly aggressive and invasive mammary tumors

with EMT and CSC features.

GATA-3

The transcription factor GATA-3 is critical for cell sur-

vival, terminal cell differentiation, and cell-type specific

functions in multiple organs. GATA-3 is a key regulator of

mammary gland formation, is specifically expressed in

both ductal and alveolar luminal epithelial cells, and pro-

motes the differentiation of mammary stem cells along the

luminal lineage through a network of transcriptional reg-

ulation [88, 89]. Also, the expansion of GATA-3-negative

stem-like cells exhibits significantly enhanced motility

[90]. Loss of GATA-3 results in a high level of p18Ink4c in

luminal progenitor cells, which prevents them from enter-

ing an active cell cycle and differentiating [88]. However,

the role of GATA-3 in EMT needs to be further

characterized.

PTEN

The PTEN tumor suppressor protein is a critical regulator

in embryonic development, tumorigenesis, and stem cell

self-renewal [91, 92]. In chick embryos, overexpression of

PTEN strongly inhibits the EMT of mesoderm cells in-

gressing through the anterior and middle primitive streak,

but it does not affect the EMT of cells located in the

posterior streak [93]. PTEN negatively regulates neural

stem cell self-renewal, and conditional Pten deletion in the

fetal central nervous system enhances the self-renewal and

frequency of neural stem cells [94]. A conditional deletion

of Pten in a subpopulation of adult neural stem cells in the

subependymal zone (SEZ) results in persistently increased

neural stem cell self-renewal without signs of exhaustion

and enhances constitutive neurogenesis [95]. Loss of PTEN

is sufficient to enlarge the pool of self-renewing neural

stem cells and promotes their escape from the homeostatic

mechanisms of proliferation control by modulating G0-G1

cell cycle entry; the ultimate result is tumorigenesis [91].

PTEN can negatively regulate PI3-K/mTOR signaling,

which positively regulates STAT3 signaling [96, 97].

Knockdown Akt1 in human mammary epithelial cell

MCF-10A promotes TGF-b-induced EMT and a stem cell-

like phenotype [46]. Interestingly, Pten deletion leads to

the generation of transplantable leukemia-initiating cells

whereas normal hematopoietic stem cells are unable

to maintain themselves without Pten. Rapamycin, the

inhibitor of mTOR, not only blocks the generation or

maintenance of leukemia-initiating cells, but also restores

normal HSC function [96]. Activation of the PTEN/mTOR/

STAT3 pathway has also been shown to be required for the

survival and maintenance of breast cancer stem-like cells,

indicating that pro-survival signaling pathways are critical

for CSC maintenance [98].

Microenvironment in regulating EMT and stemness

of CSCs

It is widely recognized that tumor microenvironment

actively contributes to tumor initiation, progression,

metastasis, and recurrence, and influences the response to

conventional anti-tumor treatments [99]. Tumor cells can

only thrive in an aberrant microenvironment composed of

altered ECM and various nontransformed neighbor cells.

Cross-talk between cancer epithelial cells and their

neighboring stromal cells is known to be critical to the

growth and progression of tumors [100–104]. A major

question that arises is what elements in the tumor micro-

environment foster the selection and dominance of the CSC

subpopulation. CSCs may reside in aberrant niches, where

cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions can provide unregu-

lated signals to support and maintain the undifferentiated

phenotype of CSCs. CSCs may remain dormant in their

aberrant niches until they are activated by the altered sig-

nals in the microenvironment. Targeting the neighboring

nonstem cancer cells, stromal cells, or the paracrine factors

secreted by these cells may target CSCs indirectly and

thereby contribute to long-term remissions [105]. Recent

work has begun to address the importance of the tumor

microenvironment in regulating the EMT during tumori-

genesis and also in the maintenance of the stemness of

CSCs. The contextual signals in tumor microenvironment

might influence the probability of interconversion between

the CSC and nonCSC compartments [7].

Extracellular matrix proteins

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a complex and dynamic

structural network that is composed of structural proteins,

proteoglycans, latent or active growth factors, and matri-

cellular proteins. Cancer cell attachment and invasion of
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the ECM are crucial events leading to the initial disen-

gagement from neighbor cells. Cancer cells can modify the

composition of the adjacent stroma by secreting their own

ECM proteins and by using the ECM proteins secreted by

their neighbor stromal cells to create a permissive and

supportive microenvironment for their survival, growth,

and invasion [106, 107].

Type I collagen is highly expressed at the invasive front

of human colorectal cancer. Type I collagen can decrease

E-cadherin and b-catenin at cell-cell junctions and promote

EMT on human colorectal carcinoma cells. Moreover,

Type I collagen promotes a stem cell-like phenotype with

an increased clonogenicity and expression of stem cell

markers CD133 and Bmi-1 [108], indicating that type I

collagen may be involved in generating and maintaining

human colorectal CSCs via EMT.

Nonstructural ECM proteins have been described as

important inducers of EMT. In addition to the TGF-b
family which plays a critical role in inducing EMT and

regulating the stemness of CSCs, several other autocrine

and paracrine growth factors such as FGFs, IGF, HGF,

EGF family members and PDGF, together with their

receptors, are also involved in regulating the EMT program

in development and tumorigenesis [2, 26]. These data

suggest that these autocrine- or paracrine-mediated EMT

may be associated with the maintenance of self-renewal in

cancer stem-like cells. However, whether these secreted

growth factors and their receptors regulate the stemness of

CSCs via EMT remains to be established.

Matricellular proteins are another class of nonstructural

extracellular matrix proteins that function as adaptors

and modulators of interactions between cells and their

extracellular microenvironment; they include SPARC

(osteonectin), osteopontin (OPN), tenascins, CCNs, perio-

stin, big-h3, and thrombospondins. These ECM proteins

are structurally diverse but regulate similar biological

functions during embryonic development, tissue injury, and

tumorigenesis [106]. Our previous studies revealed that

periostin and OPN are overexpressed in various cancers,

especially in their metastatic tissues [106, 109–111].

Recently, the majority of these matricellular proteins have

been shown to promote EMT. The well-established roles of

matricellular proteins in EMT during embryogenesis and

tumor metastasis reflect their possible participation in

regulating the stemness of normal and CSCs. CCN3 has

been identified as a regulator of human hematopoietic stem

or progenitor cells [112]. OPN is required for systemic

endocrine instigation of indolent tumor growth [103]. Also,

OPN is a key component of the hematopoietic stem cell

niche and negatively regulates stem cell pool size [113,

114]. Recently, thrombin-cleaved OPN has been shown to

regulate hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell functions

through interactions with a9b1 and a4b1 integrins [115].

Periostin, tenascin C, and thrombospondin 4 are upregu-

lated in human mammary stem/progenitor cells grown as

mammospheres [116]. SPARC, big-h3, and thrombospon-

din 1 are also differentially expressed between CD44? or

PROCR? and CD24? cells [44]. We have also found that

periostin and OPN are involved in regulating the stemness

of CSCs (our unpublished data). Further work will be

necessary to characterize the role of these matricellular

proteins and other extracellular matrix proteins during

malignant progression and the mechanisms that underlie

the expansion of CSCs during tumor progression.

IL-6

Interleukin-6 (IL-6) is a tumor microenvironment-derived

extracellular signaling factor capable of inducing EMT

[117]. IL-6 is overexpressed in human breast tumors as

well as breast cancer patient sera and is associated with a

poor prognosis in breast cancer. IL-6 is secreted by cancer

cells and/or stromal cells and induces MCF-7 breast cancer

cells to undergo EMT characterized by impaired E-cad-

herin expression and induction of Vimentin, N-cadherin,

Twist 1, and Snai1 via the activation of STAT3 [117].

Moreover, IL-6 can induce malignant properties in mam-

mospheres from human ductal breast carcinoma and

normal mammary gland [118]. Furthermore, oncogenic Ras

induces the secretion of IL-6 in different cell types.

Knockdown of IL-6, genetic ablation of IL-6, or treatment

with a neutralizing IL-6 antibody can thwart Ras-mediated

tumorigenesis [119]. Recently, IL-6 signaling has also been

shown to contribute to glioma malignancy by promoting

glioma stem cell (GSC) growth and survival [120]. GSCs

preferentially express IL-6 receptors IL-6Ra and gp130.

Knockdown IL-6Ra or IL-6 ligand expression in GSCs

significantly decreases growth and neurosphere formation

but promotes apoptosis. Furthermore, STAT3 is a down-

stream mediator of pro-survival IL-6 signals in GSCs. The

levels of IL6 ligand and receptor are enhanced in gliomas

and are associated with poor survival of glioma patients.

Inhibiting IL-6Ra or IL-6 expression in GSCs promotes the

survival of mice bearing intracranial human glioma xeno-

grafts [120].

Hypoxia and hypoxia-inducible factors

As one of the most pervasive microenvironmental stresses,

hypoxia is now considered a common feature of solid

tumors and promotes tumor angiogenesis, invasion, and

metastasis [121]. Hypoxia is also involved in regulating the

stemness of stem cells. Low oxygen tensions promote the

maintenance of pluripotency in hESCs and prevent differ-

entiation. Interestingly, the subpopulation of brain tumor

cells expressing a stem cell marker is enlarged by hypoxia
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in vitro. Hypoxia-inducible factors (HIF)-2a can regulate

stem cell function and differentiation through the activation

of Oct-4, which in turn contributes to the tumor promoting

activity of HIF-2a [122]. In glioblastomas, CSCs differ-

entially respond to hypoxia with a distinct induction of

HIF-2a [123]. HIF-2a-specific target genes such as Oct4,

Glut1, and SerpinB9 are expressed at significantly higher

levels in GSCs compared to matched nonstem cancer cells

under hypoxic treatment. HIF-2a is also required for VEGF

expression in GSCs but not in nonstem cancer cells. Thus,

HIF-2a-mediated upregulation of these genes may provide

CSCs with advantages in proliferation, survival, angio-

genesis, metabolism, and escape from immune

surveillance. Furthermore, targeting HIFs in GSCs inhibits

self-renewal, proliferation, and survival in vitro, and sup-

presses tumor initiation potential of GSCs in vivo [123].

Hypoxia can also induce EMTs in tumors through the

upregulation of HIF-1a, Snai1, Twist 1, ZEB1, ZEB2,

and lysyl oxidase (LOX) and by activating Wnt and

Notch pathways [124–126]. Twist 1 has a critical role in

EMT and metastatic phenotypes induced by hypoxia or

overexpression of HIF-1a. In primary tumors of head and

neck cancer patients, co-expression of HIF-1a, Twist 1,

and Snai1 correlates with metastasis and a poor prognosis

[126]. Hypoxia can inhibit the expression of E-cadherin

via the activation of the LOX-Snai1 pathway to promote

tumor invasion and metastasis, indicating that LOX may

cooperate with Snai1 and Twist 1 in hypoxia-mediated

EMT and invasion [125, 126]. Therefore, high levels of

HIFs in hypoxic tumor cells may promote cancer cells to

acquire the properties of CSCs including self renewal and

multi-potency by activating Oct4, c-Myc, Notch, Snai1,

and other critical signaling pathways [127]. Hypoxic

microenvironment may not only be a critical niche

favorable for expansion and stemness maintenance of

CSCs in solid tumors, but also a breeding ground for

generating CSCs from differentiated tumor cells by pro-

moting EMT, and a critical microenvironmental condition

that is associated with radioresistance, chemotherapy

resistance, and a poor clinical prognosis of solid tumors

[123, 127].

Concluding remarks

Tumor invasion and metastases are the most common

causes of morbidity and mortality induced by cancer.

During tumor metastasis, disseminated cancer cells from

primary tumors are associated with a loss of epithelial

differentiation and the acquisition of a mesenchymal phe-

notype. Furthermore, these cancer cells appear to require

the capability to self-renew in order to spawn macroscopic

metastases. To give rise to the outgrowth of metastatic

tumors in a new organ environment, cancer cells have to

overcome various types of stresses that may lead to cell

death such as loss of adhesion, nutrient depletion, and

hypoxia [109]. The majority of disseminated cells are

destroyed in the process of tumor metastasis; however,

only a small number of cancer cells are able to survive and

initiate the formation of micrometastases at the secondary

sites, and even a smaller subpopulation of these microm-

etastases can develop into macrometastases [109]. Current

evidence supports that the overwhelming majority of cells

that shed from a primary tumor and disseminate to distant

secondary sites lack the capability to self-renew and their

ability to form macroscopic metastasis in the new micro-

environment is compromised from the outset. Either CSCs

or their more differentiated progeny may have the capa-

bility to form micrometastases; however, only CSCs have

the capacity to self-renew and to give rise to clinically

relevant macrometastases. Therefore, metastasis is a rela-

tively inefficient process [1, 109]. The discovery that EMT

generates cells with properties of self-renewing stem cells

may be beneficial to explain this major problem in tumor

metastasis. EMT has been regarded as a critical step in

tumor invasion and metastasis. During the metastatic pro-

cess, the EMT program enables these cancer stem-like cells

to disseminate from a primary tumor and also promotes

their self-renewal capability to ensure generation of the

critical tumor mass required for progression from micro- to

macrometastases. Therefore, metastatic cancer cells may

come not only from CSCs pre-existing as a subpopulation

of the primary tumor, but may also be derived from pri-

mary epithelial cells that underwent EMT and acquired

mesenchymal and metastatic behavior.

EMT-inducing signaling pathways including TGF-b,

Wnt, Notch, Hh, and other tumor microenvironmental cues

induce the well-differentiated epithelial cells to convert into

motile mesenchymal cells via the activation of multiple

EMT transcription factors such as Twist 1, Twist 2, Snai1,

Slug, ZEB1 and ZEB2. The critical roles of TGF-b, Wnt,

Notch, Hh, and other signaling pathways in promoting EMT

and the stemness maintenance of stem cells adds to a

growing body of evidence that cancer cells often reactivate

latent developmental programs to regulate the multistep

process in tumorigenesis. Indeed, normal embryogenesis

and tumorigenesis share many of the same basic processes

and molecular pathways. CSCs and their normal tissue stem

cell counterparts share many phenotypic and functional

properties including capacity to self-renew. TGF-b, Wnt,

Notch, and Hh pathways have all been implicated in normal

and neoplastic stem cell self-renewal. Therefore, the

knowledge gained from the multifaceted players of EMT

during development may provide useful information to

uncover the roles of these EMT regulators in generating and

maintaining CSCs in tumorigenesis and metastasis and offer
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new avenues of therapeutic intervention with the potential

to go beyond traditional anticancer approaches.
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